Leadership Development: Commanders participated in a tour of parliament
house, learning some of the history of WA and the parliament itself.
Commanders had the opportunity to meet with local member Emily
Hamilton, Enjoying lunch in the dining room.

Commanders
Parliament House
26 July 2018

Summer- When we went to parliament house, I loved all the tradition and thoughts they had put into the building,
during the making of it. I also loved the library and how each parliamentarian had their own seat in the chambers. And
also that the food was amazing!
Jade L – The trip to parliament house was really fun. My favourite part was having the lunch although I liked it when
we went in the green/blue room, red room and the library. I loved going on the tours and learning about why the blue
`
room wasn’t green and why Emily had the shelves in her office.
I think you should definitely do this again for future
generations as it is a great experience for everyone.
Ava – I liked how the Swan at the entrance had all different types of woods to make the Swan. I liked the way they
served us lunch. I think the way the tradition is valued in parliament house is awesome.
Lorcan - I loved the old authentic and classical theme. I also loved the food and how everyone was so nice and
helpful.
Lauren - When I went to the parliament house, I loved the different colours of the houses and how they respected the
WA native animal, the black swan. I also liked how they used the wood to make the swan at the entrance.

Mr Blackwell – Our visit to parliament house reminded me of our states rich heritage. The grandeur of our
parliament house is highly symbolic of our rich culture and diverse history. I was immensely proud of our
Commanders in the way that they represented our school community.
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Mrs Green – On Tuesday 26 June our lieutenants were lucky to be invited to Parliament House for a tour and lunch
with Emily Hamilton MLA Member for Joondalup. We started off with a formal lunch in the dining area. After lunch,
we proceeded with a tour of the Upper House and Lower House and learnt what decisions happen in each. A tour of
the library was loved by all reminding us of the ‘Harry Potter’ library. Finally we got to watch the lower house in action
with Mark McGowan and the leader of the opposition Mike Nahan. Emily was in her seat in the Lower House during
the discussion and we all got to wave to her and see what she does.

